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Two-dimensional axisymmetric particle-in-cell simulations with Monte Carlo collision calculations
PIC-MCC have been conducted to investigate argon microplasma characteristics of a miniature
inductively coupled plasma source with a 5-mm-diameter planar coil, where the radius and length
are 5 mm and 6 mm, respectively. Coupling the rf-electromagnetic fields to the plasma is carried out
based on a collisional model and a kinetic model. The former employs the cold-electron
approximation and the latter incorporates warm-electron effects. The numerical analysis has been
performed for pressures in the range 370–770 mTorr and at 450 MHz rf powers below 3.5 W, and
then the PIC-MCC results are compared with available experimental data and fluid simulation
results. The results show that a considerably thick sheath structure can be seen compared with the
plasma reactor size and the electron energy distribution is non-Maxwellian over the entire plasma
region. As a result, the distribution of the electron temperature is quite different from that obtained
in the fluid model. The electron temperature as a function of rf power is in a reasonable agreement
with experimental data. The pressure dependence of the plasma density shows different tendency
between the collisional and kinetic model, implying noncollisional effects even at high pressures
due to the high rf frequency, where the electron collision frequency is less than the rf driving
frequency. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3506536
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, microplasma sources have attracted in-
creasing attention, aimed at many applications, such as
micropropulsion,1–7 plasma displays,8,9 miniature mass
spectrometers,10 biomedical applications,11 and so on. Such
microplasma sources are obtained by dc plasma, capacitively
coupled plasma, inductively coupled plasma, and
microwave-excited plasma. In order to broaden the applica-
tion fields, it is crucial to understand microplasma character-
istics profoundly. For measurements of plasma parameters in
a small space less than a few millimeters, the Langmuir
probe method is very challenging so that optical diagnostics
are widely used.9 However, the spatial distribution of plasma
parameters is not easily available in experiments. On the
other hand, numerical simulations can also be useful, and
many fluid and particle simulations were already
performed.2,6,7,12–15
Fluid simulations are easy to handle in the system in-
volving many reactions and require rather short computa-
tional time compared with particle simulations. Although
most fluid models are developed assuming Maxwellian dis-
tribution, the electron energy distribution is usually far from
equilibrium in microplasmas.15 Since most reactions are
caused by high energy electrons, information of the electron
energy distribution is quite important, which can be treated
with particle models. There are few papers on two- and
three-dimensional particle models compared with one-
dimensional ones. In order to obtain spatial distributions of
plasma parameters and electron kinetic information in detail,
further numerical study is required based on particle models
with more than one dimension.
In the present work, we have developed a two-
dimensional axisymmetric particle model employing
particle-in-cell calculations with a Monte Carlo collision
method PIC-MCC for a miniature inductively coupled
plasma mICP source. The mICP generator with a 5-mm-
diameter planar coil was fabricated and investigated experi-
mentally by Hopwood et al.,16 and Nam and Economou14
presented a two-dimensional fluid simulation for the mICP in
Ar assuming Maxwellian electrons. We describe the particle
model developed in Sec. II. Results and discussion are then
presented in Sec. III, where we compare our results with
experimental data16 and fluid simulation results,14 indicating
that the electron energy distribution is non-Maxwellian. Fi-
nally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.
II. NUMERICAL MODEL
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the mICP source with the
5-mm-diameter planar coil.16 The microplasma source is
composed of a cylindrical dielectric tube, the inner radius
and the length of which are 5 mm and 6 mm, respectively.
The three-turn coil is located on the top of a 700-m-thick
dielectric and the bottom of the plasma source is bounded
with a metal wall. The Ar plasma is generated by the rf
current applied to the coil at a high frequency of 450 MHz
for relatively high pressures of 100s mTorr, compared with
conventional ICP sources. The simulation area is only Ar
plasma region. The area is divided into 60 cells in the axial
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direction and 50 cells in the radial direction at regular inter-
vals. The cylindrical coordinates r-z are employed, with the
origin being placed on the z axis at the bottom of the plasma
source. The present model consists of the electromagnetic
equation for the rf-induced azimuthal electric field, Poisson’s
equation for the electrostatic field owing to the space charge,
and the equation of motion and collisions of charged
particles.17
A. Assumptions
To investigate the characteristics of the mICP source, we
have conducted PIC-MCC,18,19 assuming the following con-
ditions.
i Only Ar ions and electrons are treated as particles,
and the ion species of interest is singly-ionized Ar+
only.
ii Neutral particles are spatially uniform throughout the
simulation with a Maxwellian velocity distribution at
a gas temperature of 300 K =0.026 eV.
iii The reactions taken into account are elastic, excita-
tion, and ionization collisions for electrons, and elas-
tic and charge exchange collisions for ions, as
below.20
e + Ar→ e + Ar Elastic scattering ,
e + Ar→ e + Ar Excitation ,
e + Ar→ e + Ar+ + e Ionization ,
Ar+ + Ar→ Ar+ + Ar Elastic scattering ,
Ar+ + Ar→ Ar + Ar+ Charge exchange .
iv The motion of excited-state atoms is not considered.
v Coulomb collisions are not taken into account.
vi The coordinate system is axisymmetric, in which a
number of simulated particles or superparticles for
ions and electrons are loaded in a two-dimensional
spatial mesh r ,z, along with three velocity compo-
nents vr ,v ,vz.
vii Capacitive coupling from the rf antenna is not treated.
B. Electromagnetic Field
The mICP is generated by the rf current applied to the
antenna coil. All wave quantities, such as the electromag-
netic field and current density, are assumed to vary harmoni-
cally in time as eit, where i is the square root of 1, t is the
time, and  is the rf angular frequency. We also assume that
the coil is composed of three concentric rings, so that the
electric field has only the azimuthal component. Then, the
induced electric field E and the plasma current density j are
set to be E=E˜ eit and j=J˜eit, respectively, where E˜  and
J˜ are the complex amplitude. The complex amplitude of the

















E˜  = i0J˜, 1
where 0 is the electric permittivity of vacuum and 0 is the
magnetic permeability of vacuum. The boundary conditions
of E˜  are set to be zero at the metal wall assuming perfectly
conducting materials and on the z axis r=0 due to the
axisymmetry. On the plasma-dielectric window interfaces the
electric field is analytically derived from Biot-Savart’s law,
which is the sum of the fields over the three-turn coil current
and the plasma current.21–24 The magnetic field B is then
obtained from Faraday’s law with the electric field deter-
mined by Eq. 1.
C. Electrostatic field
The potential  and electrostatic field E due to the space











 = − r,z
0
, 2
E = −  , 3
where  is the charge density. Using the superposition prin-
ciple, we divide the potential  into two types of potentials,
i.e., =L+P, where L is the solution of the Laplace
equation and P is that of the Poisson equation.17,25 The
potential P is derived from the space charge of charged
particles and can be obtained from Eq. 2 with zero potential
boundary conditions except on the z axis r=0, where zero
radial potential gradient condition is imposed: P /r=0 due
to the axisymmetry. The potential L is obtained from Eq.
2 with the right-hand side of it being set at zero. The
boundary conditions of L are zero potential on the metal
FIG. 1. Schematic of the mICP source with the 5-mm-diameter planar coil.
Simulation area is only Ar plasma region; 6 mm in length, and 5 mm in
radius. The area is divided into 60 cells in the axial direction and 50 cells in
the radial direction at regular intervals. The cylindrical coordinates r-z are
employed, with the origin being placed on the z axis at the bottom of the
plasma source.
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wall and L /r=0 at r=0. On the dielectric, the potential










where  /n is the derivative normal to the dielectric and the
subscript d represents the values thereat. The surface charge
	d on the dielectric is obtained from the summation of the
charged particles incident thereon. The electrostatic field E is
then determined as E=−L+P from Eq. 3. Here, to
eliminate a systematic error in charge density on the z axis
r=0 for cylindrical coordinates, we employ a general
weighting scheme presented by Verboncoeur.28 We also ap-
ply a digital smoothing algorithm to the space charge in or-
der to decrease the numerical noise owing to the limited
number of superparticles.19,29
D. Motion and collisions of charged particles
Using the electromagnetic and electrostatic fields ob-








 B , 6
dx
dt
= v , 7
where v is the velocity, q is the charge, m is the mass of a
particle, and x is the position. Equations 6 and 7 are
solved explicitly by a time-centered leap frog method for
time integration and Buneman–Boris method for the v
B
rotation term.19 The collision of charged particles can be
treated separately from the calculation of motion as long as a
chosen time step is much smaller than the mean free time.30
To reduce the calculation time, we employ the null-collision
method20 in MCC with cross sections for electrons31,32 and
ions.20,33 The postcollision velocities of charged particles are
determined by the conservation equations of momentum and
energy.30 In order to speed up the simulation, ions motion
and collisions are calculated only once per ten electrons time
steps owing to their difference in the speed of motion. Here,
the numerical time step t is taken to be 1.1
10−12 s 1/
2000 of an rf cycle for 450 MHz for electrons and 1.1

10−11 s for ions, respectively.
E. Power deposition in the plasma
To solve Eq. 1, the relation between J˜ and E˜  should
be specified. The cold-electron approximation is commonly
used, i.e., the current density is given by Ohm’s law.
J˜ = 	pE˜ . 8
















where pe, m, ne, and me denote the electron plasma fre-
quency, electron momentum transfer collision frequency,
electron density, and electron mass, respectively. In our cal-





where ng is the background Ar gas density, 	m is the cross
section of momentum transfer collisions for electrons,32 and
fv is the velocity distribution functions of electrons. The
ion current can be ignored owing to the low mobility and
then we can solve Eq. 1 using Eqs. 8–10. The time-







where Re	p is the real part of the plasma conductivity.
Equation 11 represents that the only ohmic heating is con-
sidered as the mechanism of electron heating. Here, we refer
to the analysis based on the cold-electron approximation as
the collisional model.
In the particle model, one can derive the plasma current
density directly by following electron trajectories. This cal-
culation is fully kinetic and no assumptions are required
about the mechanism of electron heating. The kinetic plasma




− qWevexpi , 12
where Vg is the cell volume centered at a grid point, We is the
weight of a electron superparticle i.e., the number of physi-
cal electrons per computational particle for electrons, v is
the amplitude of the azimuthal component of the electron
velocity at the fundamental frequency,  is the summation of
all the electron superparticles in the volume Vg, and  is
the phase difference between the rf coil current Icoil and j.
The phase difference  is expressed as 1+2 :1 is
the phase difference between Icoil and E, which is obtained
from the ratio of the real part of E to the imaginary part of
E, and 2 is the phase difference between E and j. To
determine 2, we carry out a discrete fast Fourier transform
for j to isolate the component at the fundamental harmonic
and then calculate its inverse transform. Once the phase dif-
ference  is obtained, the electric field E can be deter-
mined with Eqs. 1 and 12. The time-averaged kinetic









− qWeve · Edt , 13
where  is the multiple of a rf period and ve is the electron
velocity.36 This implementation enables us to self-
consistently take into consideration the effect of noncolli-
sional heating, which is important to low pressure rf plasmas.
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Here, we refer to the analysis based on Eqs. 12 and 13 as
the kinetic model.
F. Additional remarks
Initially, the electron and ion superparticles with Max-
wellian velocities are uniformly distributed in the simulation
area.
25 The initial numbers of electron and ion superparticles
are set at 950 000, respectively. The same initial conditions
are employed in all the calculations below. The superpar-
ticles increase through the ionization process and decrease
owing to the incident on the walls through the calculation.
The number of ion superparticles is counted at each rf cycle,
and, if the number exceeds or falls below a predefined limit,
the number of superparticles is adjusted to about the initial
number between 900 000 and 100 000 0. Correspondingly,
the weight of the remaining superparticles is decreased or
increased to conserve the number density of charged
particles.25 Here, the weight is constant spatially. Since we
focus on the results at steady state, the rf electromagnetic
fields are updated every ten rf cycles to reduce the calcula-
tion cost, and also to minimize the numerical noise of the
plasma current density in Eq. 12 for the kinetic model. In
the simulation, the total power deposition is used as an input
parameter, which is obtained by integrating Eq. 11 or Eq.
13 over the entire simulation area. Thus, we rescale Icoil and
E˜  to yield the specified total power deposition until the
steady state solution is obtained. The macroscopic param-
eters, such as the electron density and electron temperature,
shown in Sec. III, were determined by averaging over 1000
rf cycles after the steady state was reached.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The particle simulations for both the collisional and the
kinetic model were conducted at an Ar pressure p
=500 mTorr, rf frequency f =450 MHz, rf power Prf
=1.3 W, and power transfer efficiency =2.5%, where the
total power deposition in the plasma is calculated to be 32.5
mW 2.5% of 1.3 W. The simulation condition above is
same as the base case condition in the fluid model.14 In such
mICP sources, the power transfer efficiency was determined
to be less than a few percents below 1 Torr because most of
the rf power was dissipated in the microfabricated circuit.37
Note that the volume-averaged power density at 32.5 mW for
the mICP source shown in Fig. 1 is calculated to be 6.9

10−2 W /cm3, which is comparable to that for conven-
tional ICP sources.17
Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the
absorbed power density in the mICP source. Most of the rf
power is deposited locally near the coil in a toroidal pattern.
The peak power density in the kinetic model is 1.1 W /cm3,
which is somewhat larger than that in the collisional model,
and its position is slightly closer to the coil with a steeper
gradient. The distribution in the kinetic model is similar to
that in the collisional model except near boundaries, where
negative power deposition can be seen because of the elec-
tron diffusion toward the walls. The increase in power depo-
sition near the z axis is probably due to the statistical fluc-
tuation since we use a spatially uniform weight of
superparticles for the cylindrical coordinates. However, the
influence of the fluctuation on the total power deposition is
negligible owing to the small volume near r=0. The fluctua-
tion would be avoided using a weighting factor presented by
Takekida and Nanbu.38
Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the
effective electron temperature in the mICP source. Here, the




 fdd , 14
where  is the electron energy in electron volt and fd is a
normalized electron energy distribution function, i.e.,
fdd=1.39 The distributions are almost the same for both
the models. The peak Teff is obtained at the position close to
where the peak power deposition is obtained in Fig. 2. While
the absorbed power is localized near the coil, Teff keeps high
values in the bulk plasma region. Since electrons heated near
the coil diffuse to the bulk region and lose their energy
FIG. 2. Color online Two-dimensional distribution of the time-averaged
absorbed power density in the mICP source based on the collisional model
left and the kinetic model right, calculated at an Ar pressure p
=500 mTorr, rf frequency f =450 MHz, rf power Prf=1.3 W, and power
transfer efficiency =2.5%.
FIG. 3. Color online Two-dimensional distribution of the time-averaged
effective electron temperature Teff in the mICP source based on the colli-
sional model left and the kinetic model right under the same conditions
as those in Fig. 2.
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through collisions, Teff decreases around the center of the
mICP source, where the flat potential is obtained see Fig. 5.
The effect of the ambipolar diffusion increases Teff near the
plasma-sheath interface and deceleration of electrons de-
creases Teff near the walls due to the potential barrier. Notice
that the distribution of Teff is quite different from that ob-
tained in the fluid model see Fig. 3 in Ref. 14.
Figure 4 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the
electron density ne in the mICP source. The peak ne in the
kinetic model is 8.2
1010 cm−3, which is slightly larger
than that in the collisional model 7.8
1010 cm−3, and its
position is close to where the local minimum Teff is obtained
in Fig. 3. The peak electron density is located on the z axis
close to the coil, not directly under the coil where the peak
power deposition is obtained, owing to the diffusion effect
and large surface-to-volume ratio of the mICP source. The
steep gradients of ne clearly show that experimental investi-
gations of spatial profiles cannot readily be done. Whereas
the distribution of Teff is quite different from that obtained in
the fluid model, the distribution of ne is similar to that in the
fluid model see Fig. 4 in Ref. 14.
Figure 5 shows the two-dimensional distribution of the
potential  in the mICP source. The distributions are also
almost the same for both the models. The peak potential is
obtained on the z axis close to the coil, where the electron
density exhibits peak values. While a relatively flat potential
profile is shown in the bulk region, steep potential gradients
are obtained near the boundaries. As stated in the assump-
tions, capacitive coupling from the rf antenna is not taken
into account in the particle model developed, so that slightly
negative potential is obtained on the dielectric boundaries.17
In conventional low pressure ICP sources large negative po-
tential was observed at the dielectric window due to the large
capacitive power coupling, resulting in the window
damage.40 Implementation of the capacitive coupling into
our model is left for future work.
Figure 6 shows the axial distribution of the electron den-
sity ne and ion density ni at r=1 mm in the mICP source
under the same conditions as those in Fig. 2. Note that the
three-turn coil is located at the axial distance z=6.7 mm. As
clearly seen in Fig. 6, we can find a relatively thick sheath
structure compared with the plasma reactor length. The
sheath thickness can reach over 0.5 mm, which is about 10%
of the plasma reactor length, so that the sheath should not be
neglected in the simulation for such mICP sources.37 Shown
in Fig. 7 is the normalized electron energy probability func-
tion EEPF at various positions in the mICP source: near the
coil boundary r=1.7, z=5.5 mm, in the bulk plasma r
=1.7, z=3.0 mm, and near the metal boundary r=1.7, z
=0.5 mm. As shown in the figure, all EEPFs are non-
Maxwellian. At higher electron energies, depletions of EE-
PFs are clearly seen due to the inelastic collisions. The
depletions occur between excitation Eex=11.6 eV and ion-
ization Eiz=15.8 eV threshold energies, except the EEPF
near the metal boundary, which is close to a Druyvesteyn
distribution. Since the sheath structure was neglected and
Maxwellian electrons were assumed in the fluid model,14 the
fluid model could not express the electron temperature dis-
tribution correctly.
Since the Langmuir probe data were obtained at r=0, z
=5 mm in the experiment,16 and the comparison of the fluid
simulation with the experimental data was conducted at this
FIG. 4. Color online Two-dimensional distribution of the time-averaged
electron density ne in the mICP source based on the collisional model left
and the kinetic model right under the same conditions as those in Fig. 2.
FIG. 5. Color online Two-dimensional distribution of the time-averaged
potential  in the mICP source based on the collisional model left and the
kinetic model right under the same conditions as those in Fig. 2.
FIG. 6. Color online Axial distribution of the time-averaged electron den-
sity ne and ion density ni at r=1 mm in the mICP source based on the
kinetic model under the same conditions as those in Fig. 2. Notice that the
three-turn coil is located at the axial distance z=6.7 mm as shown in Fig. 1.
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point,14 we also compared our calculation results with the
experiment and fluid simulation results at the same point.
Figure 8 shows the comparison among the experimental data,
fluid simulation, and particle simulation of the electron tem-
perature as a function of rf power for p=500 mTorr. Note
that we performed calculations at a fixed power transfer ef-
ficiency =2.5% for all the rf powers. The electron tempera-
ture is almost constant for both the fluid model and the par-
ticle model. The values are lower than the experimental
result by 0.4–1.0 eV whereas the experimental data are also
independent of rf power. In view of the fact that accurate
measurements of the electron temperature with Langmuir
probe are difficult, particularly for microplasmas,9 the simu-
lation results are in good agreement with the experiment.
Figure 9 shows the comparison among the experimental
data, fluid simulation, and particle simulation of the electron
density as a function of rf power for p=500 mTorr and 
=2.5%. The electron density in the particle model increases
linearly with increasing rf power, resulting in a large gradient
compared with the experiment and fluid model results. How-
ever, the power transfer efficiency decreased from 5% to 2%
with increasing rf power from 0.75 to 2.5 W at 700 mTorr in
the experiment.37 Given that the dependence of the power
transfer efficiency on the rf power was taken into consider-
ation correctly, the electron density obtained at higher rf
power would be decreased and closer to the experimental
results.
Figure 10 shows the electron density as a function of Ar
pressure for a fixed rf power Prf=1.3 W. Here, a power
transfer coefficient =2.5% is also used for all the pressure
conditions, i.e., a specified power deposition of 32.5 mW is
employed. The electron density increases with increasing
pressure in the kinetic PIC model, fluid model, and experi-
ment, whereas the electron density decreases with increasing
pressure in the collisional PIC model. This discrepancy be-
tween the collisional and kinetic model was also demon-
strated in conventional low pressure ICP sources for both
fluid36 and particle simulations.41 Figure 11 shows the two-
dimensional distribution of the electron momentum transfer
collision frequency m at a gas pressure of 770 mTorr. Since
the angular frequency  of 450 MHz is 2.8
109 s−1, the
relation of m is satisfied over the entire plasma region
and under all the pressure conditions examined.
In low pressure ICP sources, the collisional heating
model is inadequate and the noncollisional heating should be
taken into account when the electron collision frequency m
FIG. 7. Color online Normalized EEPF at various positions in the mICP
source based on the kinetic model under the same conditions as those in Fig.
2. The positions are depicted in the inset: a r=1.7, z=5.5 mm; b r
=1.7, z=3.0 mm; and c r=1.7, z=0.5 mm. Here, Eex and Eiz are the
excitation threshold energy and the ionization threshold energy, respectively.
FIG. 8. Color online Electron temperature as a function of rf power at an
Ar pressure p=500 mTorr and power transfer efficiency =2.5% for com-
parison among the experiment squares, fluid simulation circles, and par-
ticle simulation based on the kinetic model deltas.
FIG. 9. Color online Electron density as a function of rf power at an Ar
pressure p=500 mTorr and power transfer efficiency =2.5% for compari-
son among the experiment squares, fluid simulation circles, and particle
simulation based on the kinetic model deltas.
FIG. 10. Color online Electron density as a function of Ar pressure at an rf
power Prf=1.3 W and power transfer efficiency =2.5% for comparison
among the experiment squares, fluid simulation circles, particle simula-
tion based on the collisional model diamonds, and particle simulation
based on the kinetic model deltas.
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is less than the rf driving frequency .42,43 In such a situa-
tion, the plasma density erroneously increases with decreas-
ing pressure if the collisional heating model is employed.36,41
This tendency is due to the decrease in coupling efficiency
between the rf-electromagnetic fields and the plasma as the
pressure decreases. The collisional power deposition is pro-
portional to Re	p, and Re	p decreases with decreasing
pressure because of the lower collision frequency m when
m. Larger collisional heating, i.e., higher plasma density
is then required to satisfy the constant power deposition. This
would be true in our collisional model. It should be noted
that the collisional model employed here is essentially iden-
tical to the quasicollisional model developed by Rauf and
Kushner,36 because the collision frequency m in Eq. 9 in
the collisional model naturally contains noncollisional effects
as shown in Eq. 10. They also reported that noncollisional
and fully collisional models had a reasonable agreement in
the pressure dependence of the plasma density for Ar but had
a poor agreement for other working gases.36 The similar
trend between the fluid model and experimental data would
be fortuitous in Fig. 10.
The noncollisional electron heating is known to be a
warm plasma effect. If an electron can traverse the power
absorption region i.e., the skin depth layer in a time which
is shorter than an rf period, then the electron gains net energy
from the field.42,43 Under our calculation conditions, the rf
frequency is excessively high and most of electrons cannot
traverse the skin depth layer in an rf period, leading to weak
collisionless heating. However, as shown in Fig. 10, the elec-
tron density increases with increasing pressure at a constant
power deposition in the PIC kinetic model, which implies
that collisionless heating would occur to some extent. In
such a high rf frequency case, collisionless heating is still
dominant at low pressures.44 Moreover, the gradient of the
electron density in the kinetic model would be larger if the
correct power transfer coefficient was employed in the
model. In practice the power transfer efficiency is also de-
pendent on pressure, which increases with increasing pres-
sure in the limited pressure range 370–770 mTorr.37
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A two-dimensional particle model for a mICP source in
Ar has been developed to investigate the microplasma char-
acteristics and compare the results with available experimen-
tal data and fluid simulation results. The mICP source is 5
mm in inner radius and 6 mm in length with a planar three-
turn coil 5 mm in diameter. The particle model employed
an axisymmetric PIC-MCC and the electromagnetic equation
for the rf-induced azimuthal electric field. To couple between
the rf-electromagnetic fields and the plasma, two types of
power deposition models are used: a collisional model and a
kinetic model. The collisional model is based on the cold-
electron approximation, where the relation between the
plasma current and the electric field is given by Ohm’s law,
whereas in the kinetic model the current is directly derived
by following electron trajectories.
The calculations in the both models were performed for
pressures in the range 370–770 mTorr and for rf powers be-
low 3.5 W at a high rf frequency of 450 MHz. The results
show that the spatial distribution of the plasma density is
similar to that in the fluid model, where steep density gradi-
ents are obtained. The gradients indicate difficulty in experi-
mental investigations of spatial microplasma distribution. We
can find a relatively thick sheath structure compared with the
plasma reactor length, where the sheath thickness can reach
about 10% of the plasma reactor length. We also confirm that
the electron energy distribution is non-Maxwellian over the
entire plasma region. At higher electron energies, the distri-
bution is depleted due to the inelastic collisions. Conse-
quently, the distribution of the electron temperature is quite
different from that in the fluid model which neglected the
sheath and assumed Maxwellian electrons. Finally, the pres-
sure dependence of the plasma density shows different ten-
dency between the collisional model and the kinetic model.
Whereas the electron density increases with increasing pres-
sure in the kinetic model, the electron density decreases with
increasing pressure in the collisional model. This discrep-
ancy would be due to noncollisional effects even at high Ar
pressures since the electron collision frequency is less than
the rf driving frequency.
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